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UK QE fails to spark rush to currency hedged funds 

Tuesday, October 18th 2016 

The pound’s depreciation since the Brexit vote hasn’t herded 
investors towards sterling-hedged UK exposed ETFs despite 

their large outperformance. 

 Pound-hedged MSCI UK ETFs 20% ahead of their conventional peers ytd 

 Post referendum inflows only represent 15% of the new assets gathered by 

sterling hedged ETFs in the last 12 months 

 US investors stick to unhedged funds despite recent underperformance 

Playing quantitative easing (QE) driven currency depreciations through currency 

hedged products have been some of the most popular ETF trades of the last few 

years. However the UK’s revamped QE program, which was implemented in the 

wake of the EU referendum, has so far failed to ignite the frenzy to hedge sterling 

volatility through currency-hedged UK exposed ETFs seen at the onset of QE in 

Japan and the eurozone.  

While aggregate post referendum inflows into the ten sterling-hedged UK exposed 

ETFs is still positive at $144m, these inflows are less than a quarter of the record 

one day $630m haul gathered by last year’s most popular currency-hedged play, the 

WisdomTree Europe Hedged Equity Fund. 
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In fact the post referendum inflows into sterling-hedged ETFs have only been 

responsible for 16% of the $900m gathered by sterling-hedged ETFs in the last 12 

months. Even the pre referendum flows are hard to tie down to momentum in the 

leave campaign as two largest inflow days, $381m on January 28th and a $330m day 

on March 7th occurred over three months prior to the vote. 

This tepid post referendum buying comes despite the fact that the sterling’s 

devaluation has driven the FTSE 100 index, whose constituents are somewhat 

insulated from sterling’s fall due to their overseas exposure, to within striking 

distance of the all-time highs set last year after a 12.4% post referendum surge.  

 

 

Unhedged overseas investors have failed to see any of this post referendum rally as 

the pound’s slump has driven a 19% wedge between year to date returns delivered 

by the iShares MSCI United Kingdom ETF, the largest overseas listed UK fund and its 

sterling hedged peer, the iShares Currency Hedged MSCI United Kingdom ETF.  

US investors stick to pound 

US investors, which have bought the lion’s share of the post referendum sterling 

currency hedging through the iShares Currency Hedged MSCI United Kingdom ETF 

have yet to fully commit to the currency-hedged trade as the assets managed by 

this fund, $113m still pales in comparison to the $1.9bn managed by its unhedged 

peer, the iShares MSCI United Kingdom ETF.  

 

Interestingly, the latter saw its largest inflow day in over two years earlier this 

month when investors bought $96m of unhedged UK equity exposure. These inflows, 

which trimmed the fund’s post Brexit out flows by nearly two thirds, indicate that 

investor faith in the sterling still remains, even in light of the recent headwinds faced 

by the currency. 
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